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Abstract: The office files of William F. Rhatican reflect his responsibilities as a Staff Assistant in Charles W. Colson's office from 1971 to 1972. These materials highlight Rhatican’s efforts with the New Economic Policy, as well as President Nixon's plans for revenue sharing, law enforcement, transportation, urban and rural community development, education, the President's 1971 environmental program, welfare reform, and health.

Language of Material: English

Access
Collection is open for research. Some materials may be unavailable based upon categories of materials exempt from public release established in the Presidential Recordings and Materials Preservation Act of 1974.

Publication Rights
Most government records are in the public domain; however, this series includes commercial materials, such as newspaper clippings, that may be subject to copyright restrictions. Researchers should contact the copyright holder for information.
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Acquisition Information
These materials are in the custody of the National Archives and Records Administration under the provisions of Title I of the Presidential Recordings and Materials Preservation Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-526, 88 Stat. 1695) and implementing regulations.

Scope and Content of Collection
This series contains the New Economic Policy files of William F. Rhatican. There are six files composed predominantly of a fact sheet titled "The New Economic Policy: A Million Jobs Without Inflation." Also included are several pamphlets that address revenue sharing, the President's environmental program, rural and urban development, and welfare programs, among others. Also included are bumper stickers that state: "Stop Inflation: Support the New Prosperity."
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